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We respectfully acknowledge the people of the many countries 
and language groups of Western Australia, and recognise their 
continuing custodianship of the land and seas on which we live 
and work. We acknowledge the Elders, past and present, and 
our young people who are our future emerging leaders. We pay 
respect to the Aboriginal communities from which they come.
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“I can categorically say that WAGPET produces top 
quality GPs. We really are gold standard and the Western 
Australian people, particularly in the regions, have 
benefited from this over the past 20 years.”

Discussions around the transition to profession-
led college-based training began back in 2017 
so are not new, however 2020/2021 proved to 
be a tough year to navigate due to ongoing lack 
of information and stalled negotiations. Despite 
this, we have been focused on staying on track 
with the work we do and ensuring that our 
registrars, supervisors and GP practices have 
been supported to ultimately create a smooth 
transition with no massive upheavals or impacts.

Being successful around this has really come 
down to one key factor and that is our people. 
Obviously continuing to provide a top quality 
service is vital. We have done remarkably well 
in this space with staff giving their very best to 
support all in our training program.  I unreservedly 
thank all WAGPET employees for their loyalty, 
commitment and professionalism and our 
CEO Professor Janice Bell. Dr Bell has worked 
tirelessly to stay on top of all the issues and has 

been committed to ensuring everyone has been 
kept up to speed along the way. 

I would also like to say a heartfelt thank you 
to our Board of which two Directors, Mr Chris 
Pickett and Dr Jonathan Ramachenderan, 
departed in 2020.  Both made an outstanding 
contribution over many years and left a lasting 
legacy that lives on in our organisation and I 
thank them both wholeheartedly.

Another important factor in creating a smooth 
transition is educating all the stakeholders about 
what the Regional Training Organisations do 
and the risks and opportunities the transition 
will have on the GP profession now and into 
the future. Our team has used data and facts 
to support a series of papers over the past 
12 months created to provide the different 
stakeholders with a raft of information aimed 
at ensuring they are well informed and that 
future programs will provide the best possible 
outcomes for the profession. This ultimately 
leads to a safe and secure GP service for all 
patients and the whole community.

As a GP myself who practises in country 
Western Australia, as well as in both regional 
and metropolitan emergency departments and 
hospitals, I can categorically say that WAGPET 
produces top quality GPs. We really are gold 
standard and the Western Australian people, 
particularly in the regions, have benefited from 
this over the past 20 years.

What is emerging however as a real future 
problem is a workforce shortage of GPs, and 
although this is not entirely ground-breaking 
news, it is something which needs to stay front 
of mind. In the past year we have had a record 
number of registrars take up regional positions 
because of our concerted efforts to boost 
these numbers. Despite this, rural and outer-
metropolitan areas still suffer from a shortage of 
GPs and these are the areas which need them the 
most. The exponential population growth in outer-
metropolitan Perth over the past 10 years has now 
seen a real mismatch between the GP patient 
ratio as well as patients having to travel further to 
access a GP. This is obviously far from ideal.

It is vital that the decision-makers continue to 
recognise that GPs are the gatekeepers of our 
health system; ensuring it runs efficiently and 

effectively and allowing the hospitals to not be 
crippled by overwhelming demand. At WAGPET, 
it’s our job to produce a range of GPs; community, 
regional or metropolitan-based generalists and 
specialists in growth areas such as mental health, 
palliative care and Aboriginal health.

Our GP Pilot program has proven to be a very 
important opportunity and change in the GP 
training space. Prior to the program, junior 
doctors wishing to specialise in GP would often 
be given more mundane tasks in their year 
of hospital training while the other specialties 
would be given priority in their chosen area. With 
the pilot program, our future GPs are exposed to 
the whole gamut of specialties in the supported 
environment of a hospital, which benefits them 
and their patients further down the track.

Telehealth has become the norm on the back 
of COVID and all in all the feedback we have 
received is that most patients like it because it is 
convenient. It’s been a real balancing act when 
it comes to training our registrars because any 
experienced GP knows that nothing replaces 
face-to-face consults, especially because 
of the relationships which are built through 
personal contact. We have had to pivot with 
many of our systems to accommodate remote 
communication, however one clear benefit has 
been it has allowed GPs to continue to see 
patients during lockdowns and potential COVID 
exposure scenarios. 

Indigenous and rural health has been a real 
focus for WAGPET over the past year and as 
a result, we placed 170 registrars into rural 
settings – a record high for WAGPET. The Board 
and leadership team have consciously focused 
on this area and invested a lot of resources 
into building Aboriginal health training and 
appointing cultural mentors in all our regions. It 
is a known fact that our Indigenous population 
is amongst our most vulnerable with increased 
health needs, so it’s been essential that we 
implement training programs for future GPs that 
help them understand culturally safe practises 
and well-defined health care. It’s been a real 
team effort, but I am personally very proud of 
what has been achieved in this space. That said 
there’s still a lot more work to do and we need 
to continue to ensure that our GPs-in-training get 
further exposure in this area.

FROM THE  
BOARD CHAIR 
Dr Damien Zilm
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“While the pandemic, and specifically the worldwide response 
to it, has brought much chaos and mayhem, fear and grief, it 
has also brought a new appetite and energy for reform and 
renewal, courage and empathy. WAGPET has embraced all of 
this and delivered its best ever outcomes as a result.”

FROM  
THE CEO 
Professor Janice Bell

The year began for us all with hope and 
in trepidation, the impact of a particularly 
pestilential pernicious and persistent pandemic 
driving both. There is a sense with acute events 
that they will pass, leaving us a little sadder, 
sorer or wiser, perhaps, but they will pass. The 
chronic scenario is quite different. We are out of 
the crisis, where we were strong but unknowing 
and unprepared, only to face an undeterminable 
and interminable future of adaptation, innovation 
and resourcefulness with less energy to spare. 

The sprint became a marathon in 2021, and 
different tactics were required. As such, it has 
tested our practices, registrars, supervisors, 
colleagues and staff in terms of the expectations 
of our community, government, colleges and 
funders and it has taught us so much about 
ourselves and our world. We have learned to 
watch the evening news to catch the latest who-
where-when-what on vaccination and managed 
the ire of those who do and do not want it. We 
have changed our travel plans more often than 
our PPE to attend conferences, examinations, 
professional development and workshops. We 
have signed up for examinations not knowing if 
they will eventuate for any number of reasons, 
suffered the anguish of the cancelled and the 
elation of the reprieved. 

We have seen our funders, the Federal 
Department of Health, struggle with how, and 
how far, to transition general practice training to 
whatever comes next and to justify the expense, 
disruption and damage in the search for the best 
use of resources to train and support doctors to 
work where they are needed most. Pipedreams 
and prototypes have come and gone in this 
most challenging and important space and time. 

The WAGPET sprint experience during 
2020/2021 has been to adapt to and advocate 
nimbly with the changing forces and voices 
around us, be they from our community, 
government, colleges and/or funders. 

The WAGPET marathon experience has been 
to continue to do what we have always done 
for our community, government, colleges 
and funders every day without dysfunction 
or disorder. To do so we built upon our long 
experience and hard acquired expertise to 
maintain and improve the many ways we deliver 
doctors who are trained and supported to work 
where they are needed most in both vocation 
and location. 

Both our sprint and marathon have continued 
to be underpinned by our commitment to our 
mission to keep supporting doctors to work and 
train where they are needed the most. This has 
only been made possible because of our staff 
who, despite the chaos and uncertainty, have 
remained positive and committed. 

While the pandemic, and specifically the 
worldwide response to it, has brought much 
chaos and mayhem, fear and grief, it has also 
brought a new appetite and energy for reform 
and renewal, courage and empathy. WAGPET has 
embraced all of this and delivered its best ever 
outcomes as a result. You will read all about our 
journey, where we have been, with whom, and 
with what outcomes in this report, one of which I 
am most proud and humbled, and I hope you are 
as well. Twenty years on it could not be truer:

“We shall not cease from exploration, and the 
end of all our exploring will be to arrive from 
where we started, and to know the place for 
the first time.” (T.S. Eliot) 
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KEY  
WAGPET 
FACTS

OF OUR RURAL ACCREDITED 
FACILITIES HAVE HOSPITAL 
ADMITTING RIGHTS

A TOTAL OF

19

OF COMMUNITY-BASED TRAINING DELIVERED IN 
RURAL AND REMOTE WA THROUGHOUT 2020/2133%

OF GENERAL PATHWAY REGISTRARS 
ARE CURRENTLY TRAINING IN RURAL 
AND REMOTE WA

32

OF ALL ENROLLED GP REGISTRARS 
ARE RURAL GENERALISTS - AN 
INCREASE FROM ONLY 7 IN 2016

OF FUNDS RECEIVED GO DIRECT  
TO GP TRAINING DELIVERY

70 92.6%

OF ENROLLED RURAL GENERALISTS 
TRAINING WITH WAGPET ARE ON 
THE GENERAL PATHWAY

20%
INCREASE IN THE NUMBER 
OF REGISTRARS TRAINING IN 
ABORIGINAL MEDICAL SERVICES 
(AMS) SINCE 2018

67%

ACCREDITED ABORIGINAL 
MEDICAL SERVICES WITH 28 
ADDITIONAL REMOTE CLINICS  
IN OUR FOOTPRINT

11
REGISTRARS COMPLETED TRAINING 
AND ACHIEVED FELLOWSHIP

121

REGISTRARS TRAINED  
IN ABORIGINAL HEALTH  
TRAINING FACILITIES

19
CULTURAL MENTORS SUPPORTING 
REGISTRARS AND PRACTICE TO 
BUILD CULTURAL COMPETENCY

9

40
ACRRM REGISTRARS

198 RURAL PATHWAY

405 GENERAL PATHWAY

4 DUAL COLLEGE559
RACGP REGISTRARS

FTE WEEKS OF SERVICE TO  
THE WA COMMUNITY BY MMM

19,063
MMM: 1 FTE: 13,651
MMM: 2 FTE: 1,208
MMM: 3 FTE: 1,571
MMM: 4 FTE: 370
MMM: 5 FTE: 691
MMM: 6 FTE: 1,229
MMM: 7 FTE: 342
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OUR 
PARTNERSHIPS
We respect and value our partners that we work alongside to tackle the 
workforce challenges and create positive health outcomes in WA.   

Aboriginal Health Council of 
Western Australia

Australian College of Rural 
and Remote Medicine

Australian Medical 
Association (WA)

Curtin University

Australian Government  
Department of Health

WA Department of Health

Royal Australian College of 
General Practitioners

Rural Clinical School

Rural Doctors Association of 
Australia

Rural Health West

The University of Western 
Australia

The University of Notre 
Dame

WA Country Health Service

WA Primary Health Alliance

Stakeholders

AMA Federal Council

Country Medical Workforce  
Interagency Committee

Curtin University Medical School  
External Advisory Board

Curtin University Medical School  
GP Subgroup

Doctors Health Advisory Service  
WA Reference Group

Doctors Welfare Interest Group

GP Anaesthetics WA Advisory Group

GP Obstetrics WA Advisory Group

GP Project Steering Committee

GP Registrars Australia Registrar  
Liaison Officer Network

GP Supervisor Liaison Officer Network

The International Medical  
Graduates Advisory Group

Lead Medical Educator Committee

Medical Education and Workforce Forum

Postgraduate Medical Council of  
WA Accreditation Committee

Postgraduate Medical Council of  
WA Full Council Committee

Regional Training Organisation Network

RACGP Expert Committee  
Post Fellowship Education

RACGP Specific Interests Faculty

RACGP WA Faculty

Rural Generalist Reference Group

Rural Practice Pathway Committee

Rural Health West Education Committee

University of Notre Dame  
School of Medicine Fremantle  
External Advisory Board

WA Medical Advisory Group  
Sub-Committee

WA Country Health Service  
Prevocational Educational  
Accreditation Training Committee

Rural Generalist Co-ordination Unit

In 2020/21, WAGPET board members and senior level staff were active contributors  
on the following committees, councils, boards and groups:
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A Kimberley
B Pilbara
C Mid West
D Goldfields/Esperance
E Central Wheatbelt
F South West
G Great Southern

H Perth North
I Perth East
J Perth South
K Peel

TOTAL TOTAL

Supervisors Supervisors

Registrars Registrars

Training facilities 31 67

43 150

63 147

137 364

10 68

15 115

41 164

66 347

12 49

12 78

19 109

43 236

11 19

7 27

19 40

37 86

14

21

25

60

8

5

9

22

9

17

32

58

Training facilities

A

H

I

J

K

B

C

D

E

GF

OUR 
COMMUNITIES
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The WAGPET business strategy defines where our intention meets action in all 
that we do.

Our mission is to support doctors to work and train where they are needed most. It is not enough to 
deliver training to doctors choosing to become GPs in facilities which employ and supervise them. It 
requires a training model that embraces the central role of general practice in the healthcare system 
and recognises that the training model in Western Australia must be centred around the patient and 
based in the community. WAGPET is the custodian of this GP training model in Western Australia.

Our Foundations underpin how we do business every day.

Over the next 16 pages of this report, members of our team have defined their role, achievements and 
challenges in 2020/21 under each of WAGPET’s six Foundations.

OUR FOUNDATIONS

OUR 
BUSINESS  
STRATEGY

DRIVE WORKFORCE 
DISTRIBUTION ON LOCATION 
AND VOCATION

DRIVE

ENSURE SAFE, QUALITY 
PATIENT SERVICE DURING 
AND POST-TRAINING

ENSURE

VALUE-BASED RESOURCING 
ALLOCATION

ALLOCATE

TRAINING FACILITY 
PARTNERSHIP WITH 
RECIPROCAL RESPECT

PARTNER

ENGAGE IN PERSONABLE  
RELATIONSHIPS AND 
LEARNING

ENGAGE

RELY ON VALID DATA FOR 
TIMELY INTERVENTIONS

RELY
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Dr Emilie Pitter 
Clinical Lead - Assessment

Remote Clinical Exams, previously done as 
role play, were introduced and suddenly 
training had to be delivered in a completely 
new way using a technology, which by 2021 
would be commonplace, but in 2020 posed 
all the problems of learning a new way of 
communicating. We went from these role 
play based scenarios where action was 
front and centre to a format which involved 
discussing cases between peers which was 
very verbal. It was really a case of pivot and 
adapt as quickly as possible. 

We quickly recognised the need to change 
the way we supported our registrars so we 
developed an online Remote Clinical Exam 
support program which allowed registrars 
to practice this new format on Zoom with 
medical educators. We wrote case-based 
discussions to allow them to practise and 
provided a lot of additional support. What we 
saw in return was our registrars cope really 
well with the change and show resilience, 
adaptability and, despite the uncertainty of 
what to expect, perform well in their exams. 
What that showed us was a solid group of 
future exceptional GPs with what it takes to 
provide excellent patient care.

Another big change during the year was 
movement away from GP365 towards 
our new GPR-MAP modular assessment 

program which allows a lot more self-
directed learning. Used by both supervisors 
and registrars, GPR-MAP has been kept as 
simple as possible and encourages users to 
learn how to learn rather than be handed all 
of the information.

The GPR-MAP design included developing 
an online education resources hub, which 
was led by myself and Dr Kerrie Malarkey. 
Dr Kaye Atkinson and I led the overall 
assessment and education framework, with 
Kaye working in Melbourne while I was in 
Perth. During 2020 we didn’t see each other 
in person at all, but kept in contact regularly 
with Zoom meetings, phone calls and lots of 
emails back and forth. It shows that you don’t 
need to be in the same room as someone 
else to work really collaboratively and 
effectively with them.

It’s vital we get general practice education 
and assessment right because if you think 
about it, GP training is very short. After a 
junior doctor enters the GP speciality they 
undertake training and education for 18 
months then, after successfully sitting their 
exams, they are Fellowed and can go out and 
practise. Our assessment tools and programs 
have the ultimate aim of ensuring patient 
safety so it’s not just about passing exams, 
instead it is about creating excellent GPs.Station one: A 65-year-old is having a heart attack and has collapsed. 

Station two: A child is covered in hives and can’t breathe. 
Station three: A 30-year-old mother needs to be told she has Stage 4 ovarian cancer. 
Step in and show us what you know.

This is how GPs-in-training have traditionally been tested; individual stations with people 
doing role play and the doctor interacting with their patient. But in 2020 the education 
and assessment framework for GPs was turned on its head and one of the many changes 
Dr Emilie Pitter was tasked with quickly transitioning was the face-to-face, scenario-based 
exams from real life to on-line, desk-top delivered platforms like Zoom.

It’s vital we get general practice 
education and assessment right 

because if you think about it, GP 
training is very short. 

ENSURE SAFE, QUALITY PATIENT  
SERVICE DURING AND POST-TRAINING

ENSURE
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Aurora Abraham 
Aboriginal Health Training Co-ordinator

I’m an Aboriginal healer; a Noongar 
healer. I come from a long line of Noongar 
healers and my ultimate goal is to share my 
knowledge and help our State’s future GPs 
understand the cultural aspect of dealing 
with Aboriginal patients. And to be honest, 
this hasn’t been too difficult so far, as most 
registrars are really keen to learn. We 
attract GP registrars who come from diverse 
backgrounds and cultures, many of whom 
can really identify and relate to my own 
culture. One registrar, who had family roots 
in Pakistan, shared her culture with me and 
we both found so many similarities.

A lot of my healing gets channelled through 
art and we have been able to experience 
this at WAGPET first-hand. For NAIDOC 
Week we created artwork which all staff 
were invited to contribute towards. The 
overall theme was based around the WAGYL 
but there were not too many other limitations 
put in place. What I saw was people who 
claimed to not have any artistic talent, down 
on their hands and knees climbing over the 
canvas and embracing the opportunity to 
contribute. It really was special. 

Understanding the importance of NAIDOC 
Week or Sorry Day or any other significant 
cultural event is highly valued at WAGPET. 
I’ve brought Elders in to speak to the 
staff and people are always very keen to 
participate and learn. As an Aboriginal 
healer I love to share my knowledge with 
my colleagues and quite a few people come 
to me for support. Sharing this part of my 
culture is just another way of teaching the 
teachers who then pass this on to the next 
generation of doctors and healers. 

Outside of the Perth office I have a really 
close relationship with the regional medical 
educators and the PTAs. It’s my job to help 
answer any of their questions around their 
Aboriginal patients, as well as ensure the 
cultural mentors are connected and offering 
support and cultural training as required. All 
of the cultural mentors we use have family 
connections to the region they represent 
and many have relationships with the 
Aboriginal patients whom are being cared 
for at the GP practices or Aboriginal Medical 
Service centres. 

It is essential that our registrars have every 
opportunity to better understand cultural 
protocols which often involves two-way 
learning. It is easy to see that better cultural 
understanding and practices are directly 
correlated to better health outcomes for 
Aboriginal people and ultimately contribute 
to closing the gap. My Dad talks about 
closing the gap and it really resonates with 
me; he says it’s not up to the government 
or rule-makers to close the gap, it’s up to 
individuals. If each individual does his or her 
part to close the gap it will happen quicker 
and stay closed. That’s why I love what I’m 
doing and that’s why I keep doing it. 

We’ve come a long way since I started but 
there’s still further to go. My next big thing 
is increasing cultural understanding within 
the hospitals so our registrars are already 
equipped with cultural competency before 
they even step into a GP practice. A simple 
example of cultural understanding is to 
appreciate language and what makes an 
Aboriginal patient feel safe. By starting 
simple we can continue to work together  
to close the gap.

A strong sense of culture, a personal connection to her inner spirituality and a role within 
her community as healer more than qualified Noongar woman Aurora Abraham when she 
joined WAGPET four years ago. As Aboriginal Health Training Co-ordinator, Aurora is now 
tasked with the vital role of guiding and supporting all the regional cultural mentors, who 
in turn, build cultural competency in future GPs.

But this story could easily have taken a completely different direction. Before she joined 
WAGPET, Aurora was faced with the difficult decision to stay in the education system and 
help high school children or branch out somewhere new and help educate and train the 
State’s future doctors. The team at WAGPET and all the doctors and doctors in training 
who have been fortunate enough to cross paths, are certainly glad she chose the path  
she is currently traversing. 

As an Aboriginal healer I love  
to share my knowledge with  

my colleagues and quite a few 
people come to me for support.  
Sharing this part of my culture  
is just another way of teaching  

the teachers who then pass this 
on to the next generation of 

doctors and healers.

DRIVE WORKFORCE DISTRIBUTION  
ON LOCATION AND VOCATION

DRIVE
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The fact that a year or so 
after starting this position, we 

have seen an increase of 50 
per cent in rural applications 

shows that the face-to-face 
contact and building genuine 

personable relationships is 
really working.

Tara Delaney 
Hospital Program Training Advisor, Rural

Sometimes it just takes the right person to take the seed of an idea; something which has 
been tossed around for a long time but has never quite made it to implementation stage, 
and just get out there and make things happen. It had been long recognised in medical 
circles that there was a gap, an absence of vital information, for junior doctors after they left 
their academic studies and were progressing through their hospital internship. GP registrars 
spend a year working in a hospital as part of their Rural Generalist or GP training.

It is during this intense time of learning and discovery that the big future career decision 
is made about if, and what, they choose as their specialty. Step in Tara Delaney, Hospital 
Program Training Advisor. Tara is tasked with visiting hospitals, metropolitan and regional, 
setting up her desk and laptop in a hospital foyer, or throughfare, or coffee shop, and starting 
up a conversation with junior doctors about a future career as a GP. Such a simple, low-cost 
idea, implemented with passion and a love of helping people, has made all the difference.

VALUE-BASED RESOURCING 
ALLOCATION

It has been the most natural thing in the 
world for me; it’s all about being seen and 
having open, honest, adult conversations 
with people who have vital career decisions 
to make and are looking for information to 
help them make those decisions.

All of the hospitals we have dealt with have 
been wonderful and I’ve always received a 
very warm welcome and keen interest for us 
to work together. I first started around mid-
2020, bang in the middle of COVID-chaos. I 
turned up as arranged at one of the hospitals 
only to find my two contacts were on leave 
and the hospital had more urgent concerns 
then me. It didn’t deter me. I found my way in 
and set up right there in the lobby and sure 
enough the junior doctors found me and I 
was able to talk through bespoke training 
options which suited them. Six months in, 
70 visits completed, and many challenges 
solved along the way, but we have managed 
to achieve what we set out to do. WAGPET 
now has a valued presence and I feel like a 
regular fixture at all 11 metro-based hospitals.

Rural and regional placements always attract 
the most questions from junior doctors. 
Lifestyle, issues around access to housing and 
childcare, and living in a remote community 
are of interest so being able to explain both 
the challenges and benefits of this career 
choice up front is of high value to the junior 
doctors. It is also important for doctors who 
have come from overseas and have to meet 
the requirements of their moratorium to 
understand the implications of potentially 
having to relocate or move away from their 
family, culture and religious connections to 
enable them to immerse themselves into rural 
and remote communities. The fact that a year 
or so after starting this position, we have seen 
an increase of 50 per cent in rural applications 
shows that the face-to-face contact and 
building genuine personable relationships is 
really working. 

Another part of my job, and one that really 
drives me, are the site visits for the advanced 
skills accreditation, with 57 accreditations 
now available and a wide variety of specialty 
disciplines to choose from State-wide. I love 
this side as I get to travel throughout WA 
visiting hospitals and Aboriginal Medical 
Services, meeting all the staff and hearing 

what they can offer a doctor in training. I 
also tour their facilities and walk through 
the towns so I can then relay this first-hand 
experience directly back to GP registrars to 
help in their decision making. 

The GP Pilot project, which guarantees 
that program requirements are met for GP 
registrars, has been in place for three years. 
With an average of 40 registrars signing 
up each year, it has really helped them to 
understand GP as an attractive career choice. 
I’ve been able to talk it through and explain 
that the extra year of training and guaranteed 
mandatory rotations exposes them to the 
full suite of skills required to be an excellent 
GP. What I have really noticed over the past 
year is that the hospital staff and doctors are 
talking amongst themselves in the hospitals 
about GP training and the pilot program 
and end up coming to me to get additional 
information rather than ask from scratch. 

Without a doubt, we are always looking to 
encourage doctors to choose GP as their 
specialty and navigate them towards the 
rural and remote areas of need such as Port 
Hedland, Karratha, Kununurra, Kalgoorlie, 
Carnarvon and Bridgetown. That said, we also 
want them to take advantage of their time in 
hospitals - their foundation years - to learn as 
much as possible while they are surrounded 
by other specialists and support services. 

Another unique activity by WAGPET is 
career navigation discussions. All our Rural 
Generalist and GP registrars with rural intent 
are offered a discussion with one of our 
Medical Educators as part of our on-boarding 
process and throughout their training 
pathway. Our aim is to have an end point in 
mind and offer as much knowledge along 
the journey to ensure a smooth arrival. 

Ultimately it’s the individual’s choice, but 
one thing we did notice in 2020/2021 was 
that more were choosing to stay longer in 
hospitals, many driven by a personal desire 
to be available to help during the COVID 
crisis. These people who choose the greater 
good and community service, they are the 
ones who often make brilliant GPs, so it 
is more than worth our while to support 
them throughout their hospital time and, 
by building direct relationships with them, 
hopefully entice them into the world of GP.

ALLOCATE
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We always had a vision that our program 
training advisors (PTAs) would work in the 
hospitals directly with the junior doctors 
and promote the benefits of working rurally, 
not just sit at WAGPET and do everything 
remotely. This has played out really well 
as we have seen registrars choose to stay 
in hospitals longer and undertake both 
their extended and advanced skills terms. 
We have increased our advanced skills 
training opportunities and now have 57 
accredited advanced training opportunities 
in every single discipline including the 
traditional procedural areas of anaesthetists, 
emergency and obstetrics, as well as new 
cognitive areas such as mental health, 
palliative care and paediatrics. 

This is especially important when it comes 
to rural placements as it means junior 
doctors can build up their knowledge, skills 
and confidence while surrounded by all 
the support found at a hospital. They can 
then take these specialist skills to rural and 
remote practices which are in areas where 
there is limited health care options. 

The fact we have had record numbers 
in our rural program intake is significant 
because traditionally junior doctors choose 
the general pathway which gives them the 
choice of working in either metropolitan or 
rural practices. It’s hard to pinpoint one factor 
alone which contributes to this but definitely 
part of its success has been the partnerships 
we have formed with the rural health training 
providers like Western Australian Country 

Health Service, Rural Clinical School and 
Rural Health West. Over the past year we 
have certainly all aligned and that has 
translated into a unified approach which has 
benefited all stakeholders.

Providing a wraparound support service 
has also built confidence in those choosing 
the rural pathway. Part of the initial career 
navigation meeting is all about understanding 
each individual’s needs and circumstances. 
We provide a case management approach 
which sees hand-holding each registrar 
through the entire process starting with the 
PTA at the hospital, and then once they are 
placed, the regional PTA, regional medical 
educator (RME) and the cultural mentors (CM) 
step in. Each of our regions has a PTA, RME 
and CM who live and work in the regions and 
provide full support to the registrar as they go 
along their journey. 

When it comes down to it, we can do 
everything in our power to get the registrars in 
these hard to fill places including incentivising 
and support, but it really is up to the local 
community, including local government, 
business and other community organisations, 
to stand up and make some noise. There will 
continue to be GP shortages in areas like Port 
Hedland, Broome, Derby and other Kimberley 
locations until a long-term fix is found around 
issues like child care and housing accessibility. 
Ultimately when you don’t have GPs as front 
line health care workers you will find an 
overload on hospitals with people presenting 
with more complex and serious illnesses.

Providing a wraparound support 
service has built confidence 
in those choosing the rural 

pathway. Part of the initial career 
navigation meeting is all about 

understanding each individual’s 
needs and circumstances.

Isabel Broderick 
Rural Program Manager

Popping down the road to visit your local GP is a given for people who live in and 
around most parts of metropolitan Perth. Unfortunately this is not always the case for 
people living in our remote and rural communities which are spread far and wide across 
Western Australia.

Historically it has always been a challenge to make sure registrars are placed in rural 
communities where they are needed most, but the past year has seen this turned on its 
head with 50 per cent increase in rural placements. This remarkable achievement has 
not just been in the highly sought after spots like the South West, it’s included hard to fill 
spots in our far North.

So what has Rural Program Manager Isabel Broderick and her team needed to do to 
achieve this remarkable turnaround? A number of factors have contributed to the success 
including working better and closer with hospitals, collaborating with other rural health 
training organisations, providing strong on-the-ground support services and fitting the 
person to the place with a tailored approach to placements taking into consideration the 
registrars needs and the needs of the community.

TRAINING FACILITY PARTNERSHIP 
WITH RECIPROCAL RESPECT

PARTNER
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As a GP mental health 
specialist, I’ve had advanced 

training in mental health 
and am qualified to play an 

advisory role. This is turn has 
helped me pick up the nuances 

early on which then allows 
us to support the registrar by 

adjusting our training program 
not the other way around.

Dr Victor Tan 
Clinical Lead – Program Support

Leaving the supportive hospital corridors to start up a residency at a GP practice can 
be challenging for some registrars so early intervention is the key to ensuring the 
safety of both patient and doctor. It may be little signs like handing in assessments 
late, asking questions when the answers should be known or a lack of engagement 
with peers and trainers, but these indicators, are captured by WAGPET’s systems and 
the data assessed regularly.

With a background perfect for his role including five years as a medical educator and 
a GP specialist in mental health, Dr Victor Tan is WAGPET’s Clinical Lead who trawls 
through the data and can see when things don’t add up. He is steady, considered and 
steps in to support the medical educator and the program training advisor when a 
helping hand is needed. 

RELY ON VALID DATA FOR 
TIMELY INTERVENTIONS

It is often what is going on underneath 
the surface which I need to uncover. 
This basically involves getting inside the 
registrar’s head, understanding where 
they’re at, how the interaction is with the 
practice and giving them the support they 
need to get back on track.

In a hospital they have hours if not days with 
a patient; they have other specialist doctors 
they can call on, and they can get any sort 
of test turned around quickly and have the 
results right there to help with their problem 
solving and decision making. On the flip side, 
it’s not unusual for a registrar in a relatively 
small rural GP practice to see a patient 
they’ve never seen before for a 15-minute 
appointment and need to ensure they give 
the best advice. In this type of scenario we 
can appreciate situations with registrars 
which are both sides of the same coin – 
over-confidence or over-whelm – both which 
can lead to safety concerns for the patient. 
This is what we pick up and this is where I 
intervene if needed.

In 2020/21 we had an increase in telehealth 
and video consultations that meant that 
registrars had even less context when it came 
to patients and reduced discussions with other 
registrars and their supervisors. We were very 
aware of this added stress and pressure and 

made sure that we took extra steps to provide 
support to our registrars, supervisors and the 
GP practices. 

As a GP mental health specialist, I’ve had 
advanced training in mental health and am 
qualified to play an advisory role. This is turn 
has helped me pick up the nuances early on 
which then allows us to support the registrar 
by adjusting our training program not the 
other way around. Often it involves just sitting 
down with the registrar and having a face-
to-face chat, finding out what the underlying 
issues are then finding and implementing 
solutions. It could be as simple as additional 
funded teaching sessions, going from full-time 
to part-time in the short term, taking some 
annual leave or reducing the number of 
patients they are seeing each hour. 

There are two keys to the success of my 
role – firstly I am part of a much wider 
team and we all provide scaffolding and 
support to the registrar. Secondly, I need the 
data points and evidence that we collect 
through WAGPET’s systems to support any 
discussions and help find the right solutions. 
Ultimately it is about empowering registrars 
on their journey to Fellowship and always 
ensuring the safety of patients.

RELY
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A big factor in the success of 
our training and education 

program is to ensure a good 
fit between GP practices, 

supervisors, registrars and 
patients. It’s all relationship-

based and the key to making it 
work is knitting the different 

people together.

Sonia Miller 
Chief Program Officer

Solid administration underpins the success of any business but when it comes to 
ensuring essential medical services and the training of the State’s future GPs continues 
uninterrupted, the management of the program requires agility and strong existing 
relationships based on trust and respect.

Central to ensuring this was Chief Program Officer Sonia Miller who has stayed focussed 
on keeping WAGPET staff positive and secure so they could continue their often-complex 
roles while at the same time be nimble enough to adapt when needed. Continual staff 
monitoring and a subsequent record employee engagement score, as well as very low 
staff turnover, has proved that a strong culture is worth its weight in gold. 

ENGAGE IN PERSONABLE 
RELATIONSHIPS AND LEARNING

During 2020/2021, across the whole system, 
one of the solutions which very quickly 
became necessary was to divert as many of 
our educational activities as possible online. 
GP practices were presented with real 
challenges throughout the year and quite 
rightly their primary focus was on ensuring 
their patients were given priority. This posed 
a conundrum for us because part of our 
job is to send in trained observers (external 
clinical teaching visitors) to watch consults 
and assess how the registrar is performing. 

What this equated to was switching what 
would normally be over 100 face-to-face 
visits across 260 training facilities to online 
Zoom scenarios during patient consults. 
The outcome was that although face-
to-face is still the best option because it 
builds relationships and trust, there was 
no compromise with the alternate model. 
Everyone involved was able to adapt and the 
safety of the patients, trainers and registrars 
continued to be prioritised.

A big factor in the success of our training and 
education program is to ensure a good fit 
between GP practices, supervisors, registrars 
and patients. It’s all relationship-based and 
the key to making it work is knitting the 
different people together. What that looks 
like is that a registrar decides where they 
may like to train, be it in the metropolitan or 
one of the regional areas. We continually 
monitor where there are GP workforce gaps 
and work with communities and practices to 
meet that gap while ensuring the registrar is 
safely achieving their career goals.

This is a great system and where it can 
get tricky we help as we have a deep 
understanding of the practices and registrars’ 
needs. It’s our job to see the emerging 

issues and help to fix them. In the worst-case 
scenario we may place a registrar and they 
find themselves isolated and don’t feel safe, 
or while a supervisor may be an excellent 
GP, they may only just be learning to be a 
teacher. We are here to help with all of it.

A challenge over the past year has been 
ensuring our registrars and supervisors have 
stayed mentally healthy and on track with 
their training. Many have families who live 
overseas or interstate and they have been 
impacted by COVID very differently to what 
we have seen in Western Australia. It’s felt 
like we’ve had 150 different balls in the air 
juggling the various decisions which needed 
to be made to support them but in the end 
we worked through it and retained almost 
every registrar in training. In fact, 2020/2021 
saw less withdrawals from the program.

A really useful tool which has helped us 
manage the complexity of the past year 
are our dashboards which, although a 
computer-based system, have relationships 
at the heart. All aspects of GP training is 
carefully tracked and analysed constantly 
by our program training advisers or medical 
educators. If we see data trends or spikes 
we can immediately take action and fix the 
issue before it becomes a real problem. 

Our regional advisory councils also 
continued to play an important role in pre-
empting the current and future needs of, 
and for, GPs in the community. Each of our 
regions have a registrar, supervisor and GP 
practice representative who advocates on 
behalf of their peers but also reports back 
with feedback. This grassroots approach 
has proven to be very effective at not only 
identifying challenges but also bringing 
forward new ideas and concepts.

ENGAGE
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Our culture has never been 
stronger and I have watched 
everyone come together and 
support each other through 

these unsettling times.

Trina Pitt 
Chief Financial Officer/Company Secretary

Corporate Excellence belongs to every staff member and every participant to achieve best 
outcomes in the most affordable, efficient, valid, and ethical manner and does not apply 
only to non-program services.

Without doubt there were many challenges associated with the COVID pandemic, 
especially in the medical world, however one positive has been the start of the new 
‘paperless’ finance era at WAGPET. Not only has this new approach been good for the 
environment, it has saved thousands of dollars on printing costs, is a real time-saver for 
everyone and made working at home simpler and easier for staff.

This was just one of the big changes for WAGPET in 2020/2021, so Chief Financial Officer 
Trina Pitt and her team needed to put their creative thinking caps on to ensure all systems, 
audit trails and policies were met along the way. By mid-2021 the new way of working was 
100 per cent embedded and the brave new world benefitting all.

CORPORATE 
EXCELLENCE

It’s been all about finding better ways of 
doing things within the constraints we have 
which can’t be changed. Better record 
storage and retrieval, easier payroll functions 
and employee contracts; just a smoother 
way to run the office. It’s been disruptive but 
absolutely worth it.

A new Federal Government initiative called 
HeadsUPP has been rolled out to support 
workforce planning around ensuring GPs are 
placed where they are needed most. It’s a tool 
which uses big data from Medicare and the 
Census to work out the ratio of GPs to patients 
around Australia and GP service catchments. 
The platform has its limitations, as we know 
of a variety of scenarios which are not yet 
captured which makes the data useful, but 
incomplete. It’s certainly still a work in progress 
and one that in time could be truly valuable for 
workforce planning and forecasting across a 
number of health professions.

The announcement by the Federal 
Government about the impending closure 
of WAGPET has continued to present its 
own challenges. We have kept our people 
engaged  by committing to being transparent 
and keeping them informed. Our culture has 
never been stronger and I have watched 
everyone come together and support 
each other through these unsettling times. 
Mid-way in 2021 we still had not signed a 
contract and had two scenarios in place – 
shutting our doors on 31 December 2021 
or continuing until February 2023. More 
concerning for us is how the lack of clarity 
is impacting on our GP practices, registrars, 
supervisors and future GPs. The last thing 
we want to see are GP registrars without a 
supported training program, or a short-term 
future where there is a gap in the number of 
GPs being trained. 

One area which has been going strong 
over the past year has been benefits driven 
by our rural support payment policy which 
incentivises registrars to go to regional and 
remote towns which really need them. We 
have modelling developed which helps 
identify those locations that are harder to fill, 
such as Kalgoorlie and Karratha, and we offer 
incentives and tailored support depending 
on the need and other factors. 

In early 2021, we implemented a new Quality 
Management System, moving away from 
spreadsheets to an automated QMS. It was 
a big job but the benefits have been bigger. 
The system now pushes notifications to 
the delegated task manager ensuring that 
everything is done on time and nothing 
is missed. It was also a great learning 
opportunity for all the staff involved and adds 
another skill which they can take with them 
for their future career path. 

To better understand the needs of our 
employees, at the end of 2020 we 
undertook an employee outcome driven 
innovation process to identify those areas 
where we as an organisation could do better 
for our team – what we learnt has certainly 
helped inform what we do.

At the same time, we undertook research 
into the dynamics between a supervisor and 
a registrar in the registrars first community 
placement to better understand their 
respective needs. The research has given us 
great insights into things that we can do to 
better support both parties.

Despite the uncertainty of our future as 
an organisation, it’s been projects like the 
new QMS and implementing the paper-free 
environment which has given our staff solid 
opportunities to keep learning and moving 
forward. I really believe this is what has kept 
our culture strong and helped us retain our 
workforce despite all of the uncertainties.
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INCOME FOR THE YEAR UNDER REVIEW TOTALLED $18,624,373. DURING  
THE 2020/21 FINANCIAL YEAR WAGPET RECEIVED GRANT FUNDS FROM:

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, COMMONWEALTH:
• Australian General Practice Training (AGPT) program, 

• AGPT Salary Support for GP registrars undertaking training placements in Aboriginal Medical 
Services (AMSs); and  

• Aboriginal health training (AHT) Strategic Plan. 

ROYAL AUSTRALIAN COLLEGE OF GENERAL PRACTITIONERS:
• Practice Experience Program

INCOME STATEMENT  
For the year ended 30 June 2021

2020/21 2019/20
INCOME $18,624,373 $18,864,884 

Governance & Compliance $(396,015) $(405,896) 

Overheads & Administration $(3,563,120) $(3,977,025)

Promotion & Marketing $(273,603) $(371,176) 

Core Program Delivery $(5,237,080) $(4,464,768) 

Doctors In Training Placement Costs and Subsidies $(6,280,437) $(6,418,499) 

Regional Program Delivery $(889,210) $(778,234) 

GP Registrar Salary Support  
for Aboriginal Medical Service Placements $(1,977,318) $(2,444,514) 

TOTAL EXPENDITURE $(18,616,784) $(18,860,112) 

    

CHANGE IN ASSETS $(7,590) $(4,772)

EXPENDITURE BY REGION
Expenditure directly attributable to regional areas totalled $7,245,174 in 2020/21 ($6,844,056 in 
2019/20) excluding GP registrar salary reimbursements for AMS placements. 

The expenditure includes regional program delivery, costs associated with the Regional Advisory 
Committees (RACs) and expenditure related to the placement of GP registrars (including practice 
payments, teaching allowances, travel, education, and rural support), practice accreditation costs, 
and GP supervisor professional development and education.

$1,977,318 for the financial year has been paid to our AMS to support the salaries of GP registrars 
training with them. This represents 11 per cent of total expenditure in the financial year. 

WAGPET continues to exercise judicious management over all funds provided for general practice 
education and training. 

Auditors Accru Page Kirk and Jennings provided an unqualified audit report for the financial year. 
Copies of the audited financial report are available to members on request.

92.6% of funds received go direct to training delivery.

Direct costs are those identified as having been incurred to directly support the delivery of the 
AGPT program and include practice payments, medical educators, accreditation staff, Aboriginal 
strategic plan, program support staff, system costs that directly support the program and the 
associated operational/overhead costs to support these functions

COST OF TRAINING REDUCING EACH YEAR
FTE training weeks delivered increasing as per week cost is decreasing.

FINANCIAL 
PERFORMANCE
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Address: Level 2, Suite 12/16 Brodie-Hall 
Dr, Bentley WA 6102

Phone: (08) 9473 8200

WWW.WAGPET.COM.AU


